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A mechanistic understanding of adhesion in soft materials is critical
in the fields of transportation (tires, gaskets, and seals), biomate-
rials, microcontact printing, and soft robotics. Measurements have
long demonstrated that the apparent work of adhesion coming into
contact is consistently lower than the intrinsic work of adhesion for
the materials, and that there is adhesion hysteresis during separa-
tion, commonly explained by viscoelastic dissipation. Still lacking is a
quantitative experimentally validated link between adhesion and
measured topography. Here, we used in situ measurements of
contact size to investigate the adhesion behavior of soft elastic
polydimethylsiloxane hemispheres (modulus ranging from 0.7 to
10 MPa) on 4 different polycrystalline diamond substrates with
topography characterized across 8 orders of magnitude, including
down to the angstrom scale. The results show that the reduction in
apparent work of adhesion is equal to the energy required to
achieve conformal contact. Further, the energy loss during contact
and removal is equal to the product of the intrinsic work of
adhesion and the true contact area. These findings provide a simple
mechanism to quantitatively link the widely observed adhesion
hysteresis to roughness rather than viscoelastic dissipation.
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Many natural and engineering processes—such as a humanpicking up an object, a gecko climbing trees, or a tire gripping
the road—require enough adhesion and friction to achieve the task,
while maintaining the ability to release the surface afterward (1–3).
All natural and manmade surfaces contain roughness at some
scales, and this roughness strongly affects adhesion (4–6). There-
fore, fundamental understanding of the reversible adhesion of a
soft material to a rough surface is a grand scientific challenge, with
significant technological applications. For instance, pick-and-place
techniques in manufacturing are used from large-scale factories
(7) all the way down to nanoscale transfer printing (8). Biomedical
devices must securely adhere to skin when measuring vital signs or
delivering drugs but then must be removed without pain for dis-
posal or reuse (9). Tires, seals, and gaskets are used extensively in
vehicles and industrial machinery (3). Finally, there has been
significant recent progress in the field of soft robotics, with the
goal of creating machines that will be able to manipulate objects
like the human hand or climb walls like geckos (10).
Our understanding of adhesive contact between smooth, soft,
elastic materials was elegantly resolved in a seminal paper in
1971, where Johnson, Kendall, and Roberts (JKR) showed that
the contact area under applied load is larger than predicted by
the classic Hertz model (11, 12). However, the presence of sur-
face roughness significantly alters the contact behavior. As a
rough contact is loaded, it obeys the trends of the JKR model,
but the measured apparent work of adhesion Wapp is significantly
lower than the intrinsic value Wint; the latter is a thermodynamic
parameter that depends on intermolecular interactions between
the materials (13). Upon retraction, adhesion hysteresis is ob-
served on rough surfaces, where the behavior deviates signifi-
cantly from that of loading and from the JKR predictions. If
the JKR formalism is applied, one calculates a work of adhesion
(for retraction) that is much larger than Wint and may not have
thermodynamic significance (14–18).
Even though all practical surfaces are rough, quantifying the
loss of adhesion due to roughness has remained a challenge. One
widely used category of models describes rough surfaces as an array
of individual contacting bumps (asperities) of a certain size (19–
21), where the surface properties are computed from the collective
behavior of the individual asperities. However, these models focus
only on a single size scale of roughness, whereas most natural and
engineering surfaces are rough over many length scales (22, 23). To
address the multiscale nature of roughness, Persson developed a
set of continuum mechanics models to describe soft-material ad-
hesion at rough contacts as a function of the power spectral density
(PSD) (24–26). The PSD, C, is a mathematical tool for separating
contributions to topography from different length scales λ, and is
commonly represented as a function of wavevector q= 2π=λ. In
particular, under the assumption that the soft material fully
conforms to the roughness of the hard material, and by as-
suming that the materials behave linear elastically, one such
model (24) predicts how the intrinsic work of adhesion Wint can
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be replaced by an apparent value Wapp that depends on material
parameters and surface roughness.
The key remaining challenge for the experimental validation
and practical application of these recent contact theories has
been the experimental measurement of surface topography across
all size scales. Surface roughness exists down to the atomic scale,
and these smallest scales have been shown to be critically impor-
tant for contact and adhesion (3, 6, 27, 28). Yet, the conventional
techniques for measuring surface topography—such as stylus or
optical profilometry and atomic force microscopy (AFM)—are
incapable of measuring roughness down to the nanoscale (29, 30).
Furthermore, because surface roughness exists over many length
scales, no single technique is capable of characterizing a surface
completely (30). The novelty of the present investigation lies in
the combination of well-controlled adhesion measurements with
complete characterization of topography across all scales, span-
ning from millimeters to angstroms. This all-scale characteriza-
tion eliminates the assumptions (30, 31) that are typically
required for describing a surface beyond the bounds of mea-
surement (such as self-similarity or self-affinity), thus enabling
unprecedented scientific insight into the nature of rough-surface
adhesion. Without such comprehensive topography measurements,
the assumptions and accuracy of soft-material contact theories
remain untested.
While the aforementioned mechanics models describe the be-
havior of a material under load, they do not predict the adhesion
hysteresis, the difference in behavior between loading and separa-
tion. Instead, the increase in adhesion energy upon retraction is
often attributed (sometimes without evidence) to velocity-dependent
dissipation of energy due to bulk viscoelasticity (32–34). However,
roughness-induced adhesion hysteresis is still observed even for
systems that show no evidence of viscoelasticity on smooth sur-
faces (35, 36). Furthermore, it may not even be appropriate to
apply an equilibrium-based theoretical model (such as JKR for
smooth surfaces or Persson’s model for rough surfaces) to the
nonequilibrium separation behavior (37, 38). Thus, our current
understanding of the adhesion hysteresis is incomplete. Here, we
investigate the origins of energy loss in order to demonstrate the
fundamental contribution of surface roughness.
Results and Discussion
To understand the dependence of adhesion on roughness, we
performed in situ measurements of the load-dependent contact
of 16 different combinations of soft spheres and rough sub-
strates. We have chosen polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) as our
elastomer and synthetically grown hydrogen-terminated di-
amond as the hard rough substrates because both have low
surface energies. We wanted to avoid adhesion hysteresis due to
interfacial bonding (for example, PDMS in contact with silica
Fig. 1. Comprehensive topography characterization for four rough nanodiamond surfaces. The surface topography was measured using a multiresolution
approach that combines TEM, AFM, and stylus profilometry. Regions of applicability of each technique are indicated with horizontal bars and are delineatedmore
specifically in SI Appendix, Fig. S2. The nanodiamond surfaces are colored as follows: UNCD is shown in red, NCD in black, MCD in green, and polished UNCD in
blue. AFM images (of 5-μm lateral size, Left Inset) and TEM images (Right Inset) are shown. More than 50 measurements for each surface are combined using the
PSD, which reveals the contribution to overall roughness from different length scales (wavelengths). These comprehensive descriptions of surface topography
enable the determination of true surface area and stored mechanical energy due to the topography, which are necessary to understand adhesion.
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surfaces) (39, 40); therefore, low-energy materials were chosen
(41) to focus specifically on the adhesion hysteresis that arises
due to surface topography.
We used a recently developed approach (29) to characterize the
surface topography of 4 different nanodiamond substrates across 8
orders of magnitude of size scale, including down to the angstrom
scale (Fig. 1). These four substrates are: microcrystalline diamond
(MCD); nanocrystalline diamond (NCD); ultrananocrystalline
diamond (UNCD); and a polished form of UNCD (polished
UNCD). More than 50 individual topography measurements were
made for each substrate (Methods and SI Appendix, section 1)
using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), AFM, and stylus
profilometry. Results were combined to create a single compre-
hensive PSD describing each surface.
Four types of soft, elastic PDMS hemispheres were synthe-
sized, following the methods from refs. 34, 42, and 43, with
elastic moduli ranging from 0.7 to 10 MPa. The PDMS hemi-
spheres were loaded under displacement control to a maximum
load of 1 mN before unloading to separation. (The synthesis and
testing are described in Methods and SI Appendix, section 2.)
Real-time measurements were made of contact radius, load, and
displacement, as shown in Fig. 2.
The apparent work of adhesion during approach Wapp is
extracted by using the JKR model to fit the measured contact
radius a as a function of load F (12):
a=

3R
4Ep

F + 3πRWapp +
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
6πRFWapp +

3πRWapp
2q 1=3,
[1]
whereR is the radius of the hemispherical lens and the effectivemodulus
Ep is defined as 1=Ep = ð1− ν2sphereÞ=Esphere + ð1− ν2substrateÞ=Esubstrate, E
is Young’s modulus, and ν is the Poisson ratio. This yields a
different value of apparent work of adhesion for each of the
16 contacts. The surface chemistry of the PDMS and the nano-
diamond is expected to be similar in all cases, and therefore all
contacts should have approximately the same value of Wint. Be-
fore testing the hemispheres with rough surfaces, they were
tested against a smooth silicon wafer coated with a low-surface-
energy octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) monolayer to verify that
there is negligible adhesion hysteresis due to viscoelasticity (SI
Appendix, Fig. S6).
To analyze the dependence ofWapp on modulus and multiscale
surface topography, we use a model of conformal contact, based
on Persson and Tosatti (24). Those authors postulated that the
product of Wapp and Aapp (the apparent or projected area) is given
by a balance of adhesive energy and stored elastic energy Uel:
WappAapp =WintAtrue −Uel [2]
with Wint = γ1 + γ2 − γ12, where γ1 and γ2 are the surface energies
of the soft and hard surfaces, respectively, and γ12 is the in-
terfacial energy between them. The term Atrue is the true sur-
face area of the rough hard surface. However, Eq. 2 makes 2
important assumptions that must be addressed: It neglects the
change in area of the soft elastomer surface from Aapp to Atrue
upon contact, and it assumes that the surface energy of the
soft material is independent of strain. These 2 assumptions
can be corrected by modifying the energy balance to explicitly
include the work done in increasing the surface area of the
elastomer.
The Persson–Tosatti energy balance implies that the area of
the PDMS surface does not change. While this may be valid for
small-slope surfaces, in the more general case the area will in-
crease from Aapp to Atrue, as shown schematically in Fig. 3.
To go from the initial state (Fig. 3A) to the intermediate state
(Fig. 3B), there is an energy change from U1 to U2. The PDMS is
stretched and its surface energy changes depending upon the ap-
plied strain, which can be represented as a function of the area:
ΔU1→2 =
ZAtrue
Aapp
γ1ðAÞdA+Uel. [3]
Then, to go from the intermediate state U2 (Fig. 3B) to the final
state U3 (Fig. 3C), there is an energy change of
Fig. 2. Adhesion measurements during approach and retraction. Loading and adhesion tests were performed with ultrasmooth PDMS hemispheres of
varying stiffness from 0.7 to 10 MPa. Representative curves from one material (with E = 1.9 MPa) are presented in this figure, and those of other materials are
shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S5. The load-dependent contact radius (shown in A) was measured using in situ optical microscopy. The apparent work of adhesion
upon approach Wapp was extracted by fitting the loading data (hollow points) using the JKR model (dashed lines). The force-displacement curves (B) were
used to calculate the energy loss Eloss during contact by performing a closed-circuit integral (Inset). Both approach and retraction experiments were conducted
at a very low speed, 60 nm/s.
25486 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1913126116 Dalvi et al.
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ΔU2→3 = ðγ1s2 − γ1s − γ2ÞAtrue. [4]
Thus, the total work to go from the initial state to the final state
is equal to ΔU1→2 + ΔU2→3:
ΔU1→3 =
ZAtrue
Aapp
γ1ðAÞdA+Uel + ðγ1s2 − γ1s − γ2ÞAtrue. [5]
This is the total energy change equal to −AappWapp. Finally, we
can rewrite the total energy balance as
WappAapp =W *intAtrue −
ZAtrue
Aapp
γ1sðAÞdA−Uel, [6]
where W pint = γ1s + γ2 − γ1s2, and γ1s is the surface energy of the
stretched elastomer. If we now make the assumption that the
surface energy of the soft elastomer is not a strong function of
strain (44), then W *int =Wint and we can simplify the energy bal-
ance and rearrange it to explicitly show Wapp as a function of 2
roughness-dependent terms, Atrue=Aapp and Uel=Aapp:
Wapp =Wint
Atrue
Aapp
− γ1

Atrue
Aapp
− 1

−
Uel
Aapp
. [7]
The stored elastic strain energy can be calculated from the PSD
using the approach of Persson and Tosatti (24):
Uel
Aapp
=
Ep
8π
Z∞
0
q2CisoðqÞdq, [8]
where Ciso is the radial average of the 2-dimensional (2D) power-
spectral density. For calculating the PSD, we follow the conven-
tions used in ref. 30. Ciso is calculated from the 1-dimensional
(1D) PSD (Fig. 1) as described in Methods. Finally, we derived a
closed-form expression for the roughness-dependent increase in
Fig. 4. Comparison of work of adhesion and energy loss with the proposed model of conformal contact. In A, experimental measurements of apparent work
of adhesion during approach are well-fit using the balance of adhesive and elastic energy described in the main text (Eqs. 7–9); here the solid line shows
y = x. In B, the energy loss is plotted as a function of true contact area (Eq. 10). The solid line is a linear fit to the data and has a slope of 46.2 ± 7.7 mJ/m2
(R2 = 0.8).
Fig. 3. During adhesion, the materials go from the initial state (A) to the final state (C). However, to fully account for the energy change, one must consider
the change in area of the soft material, which is represented schematically by including the intermediate state (B). The equations give the expression for the
total energy of the system in each of the three states.
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surface area, which works for arbitrary values of root-mean-
square surface slope h′rms (SI Appendix, section 3):
Atrue
Aapp
= 1+
ffiffiffi
π
p
2
h′rms exp
 
1
h′2rms
!
erfc

1
h′rms

[9]
with h′rms calculated from the PSD as ðh′rmsÞ2 = 12π
R∞
0
q3CisoðqÞdq
(30). For generality, all integrals were performed over the entire
range of size scales over which topography was measured; if the
range of wavevectors is instead cut off at the contact size (ca.
100 μm), the extracted results are identical (within 0.1%). Taken
together, Eqs. 7–9 demonstrate the predicted dependence of
Wapp on material properties (E, ν) and topography Ciso.
The model for Wapp (Eq. 7) is applied to the measured data as
shown in Fig. 4A using γ1 = 25 ± 5 mJ/m
2 for PDMS. This value was
chosen based on prior work (41, 45), which also showed that the
surface energy of PDMS does not change significantly with mo-
lecular weight. Furthermore, in the present investigation, water
contact-angle measurements were performed on all PDMS mate-
rials and yielded values in the range of 103° to 107°, further sup-
porting that all PDMS materials used in this investigation have
similar surface energy. In applying this model, the minimum phys-
ically reasonable value ofWapp is set to zero; predicted values below
zero (for 10-MPa PDMS on NCD and MCD) imply that the sur-
faces will not perfectly conform. The best correlation between the
experimentally measured work of adhesion and the predictions of
Eq. 7 was obtained using the intrinsic work of adhesion of 37.0 ± 3.7
mJ/m2 (R2 = 0.67). The reasonable value of R2 (0.67) and the low
value of standard error (3.7 mJ/m2) suggest good agreement be-
tween the model and the experimental measurements. The scatter
in the experimental values as compared to the model is attributed to
spot-to-spot variations. The theory outlined above cannot capture
these spot-to-spot variations because it assumes a thermodynamic
limit, corresponding to contacts of infinite size. The finite size of the
experimental contact means that it is subject to finite-size fluctua-
tions, such as a nonnegligible probability for single anomalous as-
perities to dominate the response at low loads (46). In contrast, the
theoretical analysis samples the whole statistical distribution of the
surface’s roughness. Overall, the proposed model which explicitly
accounts for the change in area of the soft surface (Eq. 7) achieves
significantly improved model predictions; if we do not account for
this change (calculations shown in SI Appendix, section 4), the best
fit to the measured data is significantly poorer (R2 = 0.29).
The retraction portion of contact differs sharply from ap-
proach (as shown in Fig. 2), and the JKR model does not provide
an adequate fit to the unloading data. Despite the poor fit, the
JKR model can be used to extract a value for work of adhesion
upon retraction, either by applying it only to the pull-off point, or
by applying it to the several (ca. 6) points before pull-off. Doing
so (SI Appendix, section 2) yields work of adhesion values in the
range of 20 to 160 mJ/m2. However, there is little consistency
between these values and there is no connection to the intrinsic
value of work of adhesion determined from the approach data.
Instead, we analyze the total energy loss during contact and
separation. This quantity is computed as the integral under the
loading and unloading curve, as shown in Fig. 2 B, Inset. The in situ
measurements of contact size yield the apparent area of contact
during testing; to determine the true area of contact, we must
multiply by the roughness-induced increase in true surface area (Eq.
9). We now plot the energy loss Eloss versus the true area of contact
Atrue at maximum preload. Fig. 4B shows a linear correlation:
Eloss =WintAtrue [10]
with a best-fit intrinsic work of adhesion of 46.2 ± 7.7 mJ/m2.
The prior value of the work of adhesion (37.0 ± 3.7 mJ/m2) was
measured during approach from the measured contact radius as
a function of applied load. The latter value of work of adhesion
(46.2 ± 7.7 mJ/m2) was obtained for the whole contact cycle
(approach and separation) using the closed-circuit integral of
the force-displacement curve. These values agree within their exper-
imental uncertainties, despite being measured using very different
approaches. This agreement suggests that we are indeed measuring
an intrinsic work of adhesion for the materials, governed by the
fundamental molecular interactions, rather than an effective property
that may be governed by experimental parameters or the roughness.
The present description of soft-material contact on rough
surfaces assumes fully conformal contact. No method exists at
present to directly verify this assumption, neither the in situ
optical microscopy used in this investigation nor the fluorescence
or other techniques for imaging contact used elsewhere (e.g., ref.
47). However, the present results demonstrate that the experi-
mentally measured behavior of these 16 material pairs, during
both loading and separation, is consistent with a model of con-
formal contact. This provides indirect evidence for the accuracy
of this description of contact, and its underlying assumptions.
The results in Fig. 4 provide a simple physical mechanism to
explain both the lower work of adhesion during approach and
the adhesion hysteresis upon retraction. During approach, the
apparent work of adhesion is reduced from Wint by the energy
required to deform the soft material to achieve conformal con-
tact. This reduction can be quantitatively calculated using com-
prehensive, multiscale measurements of topography (Eqs. 7–9).
Furthermore, the energy loss during contact and separation
matches with the product of Wint and the true contact area Atrue
at the maximum preload. Surface heterogeneities are known to
pin the contact edge such that the retraction process depins the
surface in instantaneous jumps over small, localized microscopic
regions (48). We show that Griffith’s argument (49) can be ap-
plied: These jumps occur once the elastic energy available is
equal to the interface energy, and all elastic energy is dissipated
in the creation of new surface.
Overall, the results show significant adhesion hysteresis in the
absence of viscoelastic dissipation and therefore demonstrate a
fundamental origin of irreversible energy loss in soft materials
that arises due to the roughness-induced increase in surface area
and Griffith-like separation of the contact. This insight can be
leveraged in applications involving reversible adhesion to real-
world materials that contain roughness, such as the fields of soft
robotics, biomaterials, and pick-and-place manufacturing. Eqs.
7–10 quantify the relative contributions to measured adhesion
from material properties (intrinsic work of adhesion, elastic
modulus, and Poisson ratio) and from surface topography (as
characterized by a multiscale PSD including atomic-scale in-
formation). This understanding suggests strategies to predict
adhesion and to rationally modify it by tailoring the surface
composition and surface topography.
Methods
Synthesis of Nanodiamond Substrates. Nanodiamond films (Advanced Di-
amond Technologies, Inc.) were deposited using a tungsten hot-filament
chemical vapor deposition system with parameters as described in ref. 50.
An H-rich gas mixture was used, with the chamber pressure of 5 Torr and a
substrate temperature of 750 °C. The ratio of boron to carbon was main-
tained at 0.3 wt %, to achieve high conductivity in the final film. The CH4-to-
H2 ratio was modified (as described in ref. 51) to tune the grain size: achieving
micro-, nano-, and ultrananocrystalline diamond. All films were grown to a
thickness of 2 μm. Chemical-mechanical planarization was performed on
an undoped UNCD film to create the polished UNCD samples. Previous
surface analysis of synthetically grown diamond surfaces has shown sim-
ilar surface composition regardless of grain size (52–54).
Synthesis of PDMS Hemispheres. The smooth, soft, elastic hemispheres were
composed of cross-linked PDMS. To achieve systematic variation in modulus,
we have used simple network theory, where changing the cross-linking
molecular weight changes the cross-linking density and subsequently
25488 | www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1913126116 Dalvi et al.
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elastic modulus (34, 42), E∼ ρRT=Mc, where ρ is the density of the polymer, R
is the gas constant, T is absolute temperature, and Mc is the cross-linked
molecular weight. The curing system consisted of materials obtained from
Gelest Inc.: vinyl-terminated PDMS of different molecular weights Mw (DMS
V-05 [Mw = 800 g/mol], V-21 [Mw = 9,000 g/mol], V-31 [Mw = 28,000 g/mol],
and V-41 [Mw = 62,700 g/mol]); tetrakis-dimethylsiloxysilane (SIT 7278.0) as
tetra-functional cross-linker; platinum carbonyl cyclo-vinyl methyl siloxane
complex (SIP 6829.2) as catalyst; and 1,3,5,7-tetravinyl-1,3,5,7-tetramethyl
cyclo-tetra siloxane (SIT 7900.0) as inhibitor. The vinyl-to-hydride molar ra-
tio of 4.4 was maintained for all of the samples, avoiding excess cross-linker
evaporation to minimize adhesion hysteresis from unreacted side chains as
reported by Perutz et al. (43). The catalyst was added as 0.1% of the total
batch. An additional reaction inhibitor was added to the DMS V-05 batch to
avoid early cross-linking (5 times the catalyst amount). Hemispherical lenses
were cast on fluorinated glass dishes using a needle and a syringe. Since the
PDMS mixture has a higher surface energy than the fluorinated surface, the
drops maintain a contact angle on the surface, giving a shape of a hemi-
spherical lens. These lenses were imaged in profile using an optical micro-
scope and could be fit easily with a 3-point circle to extract the necessary
radius. They were cured at 60 °C for 3 d in a heating oven and Soxhlet-
extracted using toluene at 124 °C for 24 h. After 12 h of drying in open
air, the hemispheres were dried under vacuum at 120 °C overnight. The sol
fraction for all of the batches was found to be less than 5%.
The fluorinated dishes were prepared by growing a monolayer of hep-
tadecafluoro 1,1,2,2 tetrahydrodecatrichloro silane on clean base-bath–
treated borosilicate glass Petri dishes. The OTS monolayer was prepared
on silicon wafers (obtained from Silicon Inc.) that had been pretreated with
piranha solution (3:7 ratio of 30% hydrogen peroxide: sulfuric acid [con-
centrated]). Silicon wafers were cleaned with an ample amount of water
before use. The wafers were blown dry with nitrogen and plasma-treated
before dipping in 1 wt % OTS solution in toluene under nitrogen purge for 8
h. The static water contact angle obtained was 110° ± 2° with negligible
contact-angle hysteresis.
Multiscale Characterization of Surface Topography.
Large-scale topography characterization: Stylus profilometry. The largest scales of
topography were measured using 1D line scans with a stylus profilometer
(Alpha Step IQ; KLA Tencor) with a 5-μm diamond tip. Data were collected at
a scanning speed of 10 μm=s, with data points every 100 nm. A total of 8
measurements were taken on each substrate, with 2 measurements each at
scan sizes of 0.5, 1, 2, and 5 mm. These measurements were taken at random
orientations of the sample and did not show meaningful variations with
direction. A parabolic correction was applied to all measurements which
removed the tilt of the sample and the bowing artifact from the stylus tool.
In 2 sessions (for the UNCD and polished UNCD), the larger scan sizes
exhibited consistent nonparabolic trends due to instrument artifacts. In
these cases, this was corrected by performing reference scans on polished
silicon wafers and subtracting the averaged reference profiles from the
sample measurements. Representative scans of stylus profilometry for all 4
materials are shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S1.
Midscale topography characterization: AFM. The substrates were measured using
an atomic force microscope (Dimension V; Bruker) in tapping mode with
diamond-like carbon-coated probes (Tap DLC300; Mikromasch). For all sub-
strates, square measurements were taken with the following lateral sizes: 3
scans each at 100 nm, 500 nm, and 5 μm and 1 scan each at 250 nm and 1 μm.
The scanning speed was maintained at 1 μm=s for all scans. Each scan had
512 lines, with 512 data points per line, corresponding to pixel sizes in the
range of 0.2 to 98 nm. The values of free-air amplitude and amplitude ratio
were kept in the range of 37 to 49 nm and 0.15 to 0.3, respectively. While
AFM provides a 2D map of surface topography, the data were analyzed as a
series of line scans, both to facilitate direct comparison with other tech-
niques and to avoid apparent anisotropy due to instrument drift. Repre-
sentative scans of AFM for all 4 materials are shown in the Fig. 1, Left Inset.
Small-scale topography characterization: TEM. Topography was measured on
scales from microns to angstroms following the approach developed in ref. 55.
For the UNCD, NCD, and MCD, the “wedge deposition technique” was used,
whereas for polished UNCD, the “surface-preserving cross-section technique”
was used (55). Briefly, the wedge deposition technique involves depositing the
film of interest, in the same batch, on both flat silicon wafers (used for ad-
hesion testing) and on standardized TEM-transparent silicon wedge samples
(for TEM imaging). The surface-preserving cross-section technique is similar to
conventional techniques for extraction of a TEM cross-section from a bulk
sample (using grinding, polishing, dimple grinding, and ion etching); however,
modifications (especially to the ion etching step) ensure that the original
surface topography is unmodified from its original state. The samples were
imaged using a transmission electron microscope (JEM 2100F; JEOL) operated
at 200 keV. The images were taken with a 2,000- × 2,000-pixel camera using
magnification levels from 5,000× to 600,000×.
The nanoscale surface contours were extracted from the TEM images using
custom MATLAB scripts that create a digitized line profile based on a series of
points selected by the user. The TEM images obtained were first rotated to
make the surface horizontal and then the material’s boundary was traced.
While the vast majority of the measured surfaces were well-behaved func-
tions, that is, there was a single value of height (y axis) for each horizontal
position (x axis), there were some cases where 2 adjacent points were captured
with identical or decreasing horizontal position. In these cases, the latter point
was removed. In just 12 out of the 210 measurements, there were small por-
tions of the profile that were reentrant. This character is not necessarily phys-
ically meaningful as it depends on the rotation of the TEM image during image
analysis. Because the mathematical analyses (especially the calculation of PSD)
require well-behaved functions, these regions were excluded from analysis.
Combination of All Measurements into Complete, Multiscale PSD Curves. For
every topography measurement, the PSD was computed using the conven-
tions described in refs. 29 and 30. The line scans from stylus profilometry,
AFM, and TEM all yield descriptions of the height h(x) over lateral posi-
tion x. The Fourier transform of the surface topography is given by
~hðqÞ= RL
0
hðxÞe−iqxdx; the PSD is computed as the square of the amplitude of
h̃(q), that is, CðqÞ= L−1
			~hðqÞ			2. Here, L is the length of the line scan. Since all
collected data were analyzed as 1D line scans, then the computed PSDs were
of the form of C1D, using the nomenclature of ref. 30.
For the tip-basedmeasurement techniques (AFM and stylus), the tip-radius
artifacts (30, 56) were eliminated using the criterion described in equation 2
of ref. 29. This calculation was performed based on the tip radius measured
using scanning electron microscopy images of the stylus tip and TEM images
of the AFM probes after they were used for AFM measurement. Measured
PSD data for wavevectors above the cutoff (calculated separately for each
combination of tip and surface) were eliminated as unreliable. Finally, all
reliable PSDs describing a single surface were combined into a single curve
by computing the arithmetic average of the individually measured PSDs.
Calculation of scalar roughness parameters. The PSD can be integrated (as de-
scribed in refs. 29 and 30) to compute scalar descriptors of the surface: the
root-mean-square (RMS) height hrms, RMS slope h’rms, and RMS curvature
h’’rms. The value of these parameters will depend on the scale over which they
are measured (29); when all scales of topography are included, the com-
puted values are as shown in SI Appendix, Table S1.
Calculation of the 2D PSD from the 1D PSD. All topography measurements in the
present investigation are analyzed as 1D line scans, and therefore the 1D PSD
is presented in Fig. 1. However, the calculations proposed by Persson and
Tosatti (24) (and their modifications used in the present paper) employ a 2D
isotropic PSD. Under the assumption of isotropic roughness, the 2D PSD can
be calculated from the 1D PSD, as described in ref. 30. For this, we use
equation A.28 of ref. 30:
CisoðqÞ ≈ π
q
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1−


q
qs
2r C1DðqÞ, [11]
where qs is the short wavelength cutoff, in this case defined by the minimum
wavelength at which roughness is measured (4 Å). This form of the 2D PSD is
shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S3 and is used in the calculations for stored elastic
energy and true surface area (Eqs. 8 and 9).
In Situ Contact Experiments and Analysis.
Contact experiment methodology. The contact experiment for each hemisphere–
substrate combination was carried out using the setup shown in SI Appen-
dix, Fig. S4 where simultaneous force and contact area measurement were
taken during loading and unloading (Fig. 2). Optically transparent PDMS
hemispheres of 2- to 3-mm diameter were used, with height greater than
700 μm to avoid substrate effects from the hemisphere’s sample mount (57,
58). The maximum load applied for every measurement was 1 mN and the
cycle was completed with a constant velocity of 60 nm/s.
Contact experiment analysis: Extracting values of work of adhesion. To extract the
apparent work of adhesion, the loading data are fit to the JKR equation (Eq.
1). These fits are shown as dashed lines in Fig. 2 and SI Appendix, Figs. S5 and
S6. Since the contact radius, applied force, and radius of the lens R are
known, then the apparent work of adhesion and effective elastic modulus
can be computed. The elastic moduli of the PDMS are calculated using the
Poisson ratio for elastomers of 0.5 and using the modulus and Poisson ratio
Dalvi et al. PNAS | December 17, 2019 | vol. 116 | no. 51 | 25489
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for diamond of 1,100 GPa and 0.06, respectively (59). (However, because the
effective modulus values are dominated by the properties of the elastomer,
the precise values of diamond modulus are nearly insignificant.) The
extracted values of modulus are those shown in the legend of Fig. 4 and are
comparable to ref. 34. The extracted values of Wapp are shown in SI Ap-
pendix, Table S2.
Testing PDMS for adhesion hysteresis. Before measuring work of adhesion on
the rough nanodiamond substrates, the PDMS hemispheres were tested for
inherent hysteresis against a low-surface-energy OTS monolayer, which had
been coated on a smooth silicon wafer. Plots of contact radius versus force are
shown in SI Appendix, Fig. S6 for PDMS of different elastic moduli in contact
with the OTS reference surface. The work of adhesion values obtained for
loading and unloading fits are listed in SI Appendix, Table S3 showing
comparable values and low hysteresis. This OTS reference testing was re-
peated before and after the measurements on the nanodiamond substrates
to rule out any permanent changes in the cross-linked structure of PDMS due
to testing. The hemispheres did not show significant deviation from the
original numbers in the after-test measurements. The closed-circuit integral
for the force-displacement curve (calculated as shown in the Fig. 2 B, Inset)
for PDMS–OTS have values that are at least an order of magnitude smaller
than those measured on the rough surfaces (SI Appendix, Table S3).
Data for this publication are available from the University of Pittsburgh’s
data repository: D-Scholarship@Pitt (60).
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SI Appendix, Section 1. Additional details on the characterization of surface 
topography of the nanodiamond substrates. 
 
Examples of stylus profilometry are shown in Fig. S1. Additional power spectral density data are 
included in Figs. S2-3 to demonstrate exact regions of applicability of each technique (Fig. S2) 
and to show the 2-D power spectral density (Fig. S3), which is calculated from the 1D PSD as 
described in the Methods.  
www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1913126116
 2 
 
Figure S1: Stylus profilometry of all four nanodiamond substrates. 
 
 
Figure S2: Power spectral densities of the four surfaces, with indication of the specific regimes of 
applicability of each technique. The curves on this plot represent the identical data to Fig. 1 of the 
main text, including colors; however the present figure uses line style (solid, dashed, dotted) to 
indicate the specific bandwidth over which different techniques were applied. Because of the 
nature of tip artifacts, the minimum size from stylus and AFM data differ between surfaces.   
 3 
 
Figure S3: 2D power spectral densities, after conversion from the 1D values shown in Fig. 1 of 
the main text. 
 
The RMS parameters for each surface were computed in frequency space from integrals over the 
entire PSD (1). This has the advantage over computing them in real-space because any real-space 
measurement is taken with only a finite bandwidth, and the absolute value of the parameters varies 
by orders of magnitude with the size scale over which they are measured (2). The RMS parameters 
can be computed in 1D (using C1D and Eq. 1 of Ref. (2)) or in 2D (using Ciso and Eqs. 4, 8 and 9 
of Ref. (1)). Table S1 reports the 2D RMS parameters. 
 
Table S1: RMS parameters (2D) for nanodiamond substrates. 
 
 
 
 
 Polished UNCD UNCD NCD MCD 
RMS height 4.6 ± 0.8 nm 23.4 ± 1.3 nm 121.7 ± 13.4 nm 126.6 ± 8.2 nm 
RMS slope 0.39 ± 0.04 1.46 ± 0.36 1.15 ± 0.13 1.07 ± 0.13 
RMS 
curvature  1.13 ± 0.23 nm
-1 3.37 ± 0.69 nm-1 3.19 ± 1.15 nm-1 2.83 ± 0.81 nm-1 
 4 
SI Appendix, Section 2. In situ contact experiment and analysis 
 
The experimental test setup is shown schematically in Fig. S4. Contact radius results from all 
materials are shown in Fig. S5 
 
 
Figure S4: Schematic of the in situ apparatus used to measure work of adhesion and elastic 
modulus  
 
Microscope 
Camera
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Figure S5: Contact radius was measured as a function of applied force plots for PDMS spheres 
with elastic modulus of 0.7 MPa (A), 1 MPa (B), 1.9 MPa (C), and 10 MPa (D). The loading data 
are represented using hollow symbols and are fit using Eq. 1 (dashed line) to extract the apparent 
work of adhesion 𝑊"##. The separation data are represented using filled symbols; a subset of the 
data are fit using Eq. S1 (solid line) to extract 𝑊"##,%&'.  
 
As mentioned in the main text, the retraction portions of the experiments on the nanodiamond 
substrate do not follow the trends of the JKR model. However, values of the work of adhesion on 
retraction 𝑊"##,%&' can be extracted by force-fitting the JKR model to the data. This can be done 
in one of two ways. First, the work of adhesion can be calculated using the simple JKR equation 
for the theoretical value of maximum pull-off force 𝐹#), which is (3): 𝐹#) = − ,- 𝜋𝑅𝑊011,234     (S1) 
Alternatively, the JKR equation can be rearranged to be a function of 𝐹#), and this equation can be 
fit to both the approach and retraction data (4): 
𝑎 = 6,789:;<∗ > 889: + 2 + 2 A 889: + 1CD -E FGD ,E    (S2) 
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While this function cannot be fit to the entire unloading portion, it can be fit to several points near 
the point of pull-off. Both of these two approaches (Eqs. S1 and S2) yield similar values for 𝑊"##,%&', as shown in Table S2. 
Table S2: Comparison of different work of adhesion values for nanodiamond substrates. 
 
Work of Adhesion upon Approach (in mJ/m2) 
Substrate 
E = 0.69 MPa  
    ± 0.02 MPa 
E= 1.03 MPa  
   ± 0.02 MPa 
E = 1.91 MPa  
    ± 0.11 MPa 
E = 10.03 MPa  
     ± 0.88 MPa 
PUNCD 41.41 ± 0.86 41.91 ± 10.97 45.82 ± 1.92 59.55 ± 1.82 
UNCD 38.82 ± 2.81 42.22 ± 4.66 40.28 ± 3.28 23.15 ± 5.46 
NCD 21.73 ± 0.60 19.64 ± 0.86 17.47 ± 2.15 8.37 ± 1.12 
MCD 23.49 ± 1.97 24.98 ± 3.39 17.60 ± 0.79 4.06 ± 1.46 
Work of Adhesion from Pull-off using eq. S3 (in mJ/m2) 
PUNCD 74.73 ± 2.58 87.97 ± 2.31 83.04 ± 2.00 102.01 ± 0.96 
UNCD 153.03 ± 2.46 147.60 ± 17.10 131.65 ± 0.98 94.40 ± 1.29 
NCD 118.26 ± 5.07 142.02 ± 5.76 100.87 ± 10.65 17.18 ± 4.74 
MCD 120.03 ± 8.19 144.95 ± 7.26 116.01 ± 3.43 21.38 ± 4.99 
Work of Adhesion upon Retraction using eq. S4 (in mJ/m2) 
PUNCD 72.67 ± 2.2 95.2 ± 6.8 80.65 ± 1.72 94.4 ± 1.35 
UNCD 131.67 ± 1.7 143.93 ± 16.3 128.43 ± 0.06 88.21 ± 1.18 
NCD 116.2 ± 5.76 144.01 ± 2.27 97.82 ± 11.5 13.76 ± 5.7 
MCD 118.74 ± 8.7 142.45 ± 7.38 113.39 ± 3.71 19.0 ± 5.22 
 
Testing PDMS for adhesion hysteresis 
As mentioned in the main text, to test for adhesion hysteresis due to material viscoelasticity, the 
PDMS spheres were tested against a smooth silicon wafer coated with a low-surface energy 
octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS) monolayer. The results are shown in Fig. S6 and quantified in 
Table S3. 
 7 
 
Figure S6: The contact radius data for the PDMS hemispheres on the OTS surface show low 
hysteresis between loading (empty symbols) and unloading (filled symbols). The dashed lines 
indicate JKR model fits for loading and solid lines indicate the JKR model fits for unloading. 
 
Table S3: Work of adhesion and excess energy measurements for the OTS reference substrate. 
 
 
SI Appendix, Section 3. Deriving an expression for the increase in surface area 
due to roughness for large slopes. 
Prior work (e.g. Ref. (5)) has derived expressions for 𝐴42I3 𝐴011⁄  in the limit of small slopes. Here, 
we derive an expression for 𝐴42I3 𝐴011⁄  that works for arbitrary values of slope ℎ2LMN . The 
derivation follows along the arguments given in the Supplementary Material of Ref. (2). 
For a full two-dimensional topography map ℎ(𝑥, 𝑦), the surface area 𝐴42I3 is straightforwardly 
obtained from an expression analogous to the arc length of a function: 𝐴42I3 = ∫ T1 + |∇ℎ|-𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦XYZZ = ∫ [1 + \]^]_`- + \]^]a`- 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦XYZZ   (S3) 
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(MPa) 
𝑊bcdefghe 
(retraction) (mJ/m2) 
Excess 
Energy (nJ) 
800 51.0 ± 4.8 10.0 ± 0.9 56.4 ± 1.8 1.59 ± 0.91 
6000 38.8 ± 2.9 1.9 ± 0.1 52.2 ± 1.3 0.45 ± 0.45 
28000 36.8 ± 0.8 1.0 ± 0.0 52.5 ± 4.8 0.49 ± 0.29 
62700 39.6 ± 1.2 0.7 ± 0.0 59.3 ± 1.0 0.38 ± 0.02 
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For small slopes |∇ℎ|, the square-root can be expanded into a Taylor series and truncated above 
quadratic order. This gives the well-known expression (5): 𝐴42I3 ≈ ∫ \1 + D- |∇ℎ|-` 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦XYZZ = 𝐴011 \1 + D- ℎ2LMN- `  (S4) 
with ℎ2LMN- = ∫ |∇ℎ|-𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦XYZZ      (S5) 
In order to arrive at an expression valid for large ℎ2LMN , we now transform the integral over the 
surface area into an integral over slopes. We first define the slope distribution function, 𝜙k𝑠_, 𝑠am = DXYZZ ∫ 𝛿 \𝑠_ − ]^(_,a)]_ ` 𝛿 \𝑠a − ]^(_,a)]a ` 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦XYZZ ,   (S6) 
where 𝛿(𝑥) is the Dirac delta function. Note that using the slope distribution function, we can 
express the integral over any function f that depends on just slopes as ∫ 𝑓 \]^]_ , ]^]a` 𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦XYZZ = 𝐴011∫ 𝜙k𝑠_, 𝑠am𝑓k𝑠_, 𝑠am𝑑𝑠_𝑑𝑠a  (S7) 
We can hence re-express Eq. S3 as: XpqrsXYZZ = ∫ 𝜙k𝑠_, 𝑠amT1 + 𝑠_- + 𝑠a-𝑑𝑠_𝑑𝑠a   (S8) 
We now make the assumption that our surfaces are isotropic and Gaussian. The slope distribution 
function is then given by 𝜙k𝑠_, 𝑠am = Dt^quvwx exp \− |}x~|x^quvwx `    (S9) 
with (see also Eq. S5) ℎ2LMN- = ∫ |∇ℎ|-𝑑𝑥𝑑𝑦XYZZ = ∫ 𝜙k𝑠_, 𝑠amk𝑠_- + 𝑠a-m𝑑𝑠_𝑑𝑠a.  (S10) 
Evaluating Eq. S6 using this slope distribution function yields XpqrsXYZZ = -^quvwx ∫ exp \− |x^quvwx ` √1 + 𝑠- 𝑠𝑑𝑠 = 1 + D- ℎ2LMN- 𝑔(ℎ2LMN )  (S11) 
with 𝑔(ℎ2LMN ) = √𝜋 exp \ D^quvwx ` erfc \ D^quvw ` ℎ2LMNE    (S12) 
Equation S11 is Eq. 9 from the main text. Note that the left-hand side of Eq. S11 is Eq. B1 from 
Ref. (5). The function 𝑔(ℎ2LMN ) can be regarded a correction to the small slope approximation 
Eq. S4. It has the property 𝑔(ℎ2LMN ) → 1 as ℎ2LMN → 0 and hence we recover Eq. S4 from Eq. S11 
in the small slope limit. Figure S7A shows the function g up to slope of 5. Note that for slope of 
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order unity, 𝑔(1) ≈ 0.76 and hence the small-slope approximation Eq. S4 would overestimate the 
area by 30%. 
 
Figure S7: Plot of the correction 𝑔(ℎ2LMN ) to the small-slope approximation. For values of 𝑔(ℎ2LMN ) ≈ 1 the small slope approximation is valid (A) Validation of Eq. S11 using computer-
generated self-affine surfaces with varying RMS slope ℎ2LMN  and Hurst exponents H (B) The solid 
line shows the analytic result given by Eq. S11. 
In order to numerically test the validity of Eq. S11, we have created a range of synthetic self-affine 
surfaces with 4096 x 4096 points and Hurst exponent H = 0.3 and 0.8 using a Fourier filtering 
algorithm (1, 6). We then computed the true surface area by numerical integration of Eq. S4. 
Figure S7B shows that the analytic expression Eq. S11 describes the synthetic surfaces excellently 
up to slopes of order 10. 
 
SI Appendix, Section 4. Calculating work of adhesion without accounting for 
the change in area of the soft material 
 
The original model by Persson and Tosatti (5) leads to an equation for 𝑊"## in terms of 
topography:  
 𝑊011 = 	𝑊4 1 +	 D;t ∫ 𝑑𝑞𝑞,𝐶|)(𝑞)  −  <t(Dfx) ∫ 𝑑𝑞𝑞-𝐶|)(𝑞)  (S13) 
 
where 𝑞 is the long-wavelength (small-wavevector) cut-off and 𝑞D is the short-wavelength (large-
wavevector) cut-off of the topography. Note that, as described in Ref. (1), 𝐶|) differs by a constant 
prefactor from the PSD definition used by Persson and Tosatti, arising from different conventions 
used in the Fourier transform. Therefore, the prefactors in Eq. S13 differ from those in Ref. (5). 
These differences can be reconciled by acknowledging (1) that 𝐶b&%||)(𝑞) = 𝐶|)(𝑞) 4𝜋-⁄ . In 
Ref. (5), Eq. S13 is further simplified for self-affine surfaces. However, in this study we have 
directly used the integral equations because the surfaces are not self-affine over all length-scales.  
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To calculate 𝑊"## using the combined PSD from the model, Eq. S13 was integrated using the data 
in Fig. S3. The wavevector cutoffs were set as the maximum and minimum measured values 
(q0 = 1.3 x 103 m-1 and 𝑞1 = 1.6 x 1010 m-1). Figure S8 shows the experimentally measured values 
of 𝑊"## compared against the predictions of Eq. S13. The best fit was obtained using 𝑊' = 
25 mJ/m2. The proposed model (main text) is considered to more accurately describe the present 
data as compared to the Persson-Tosatti model for three reasons: first, it more accurately accounts 
for the change in area of the PDMS; second, the fit to the data is better (R2 = 0.29 for the Persson-
Tosatti model and R2 = 0.67 for the proposed model); and third, the extracted value from the 
proposed model is a closer match to the intrinsic work of adhesion measured upon retraction. 
 
 
Figure S8: The experimental measurements of 𝑊"## can be compared against the unmodified 
Persson-Tosatti model, which does not account for the change in area of the soft elastomer. 
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